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Celebrities are different from us in many ways, but there is one thing that celebrities and the rest
of us undoubtedly have in common: social media. On social media, not even celebrities are
protected from lawsuits. There have been several cases in recent years where celebrities have
been sued for posting a photo of themselves on their social media pages. While it may be the
celebrity’s face and body in the picture, most of the time the photo is owned by the paparazzi who
took the picture (or the paparazzi’s employer). And when the celebrity posts the photo, well, that
just gives the photographer an extra way to make some money.

This article reviews the right of publicity, its crossover with copyright law, and the implications of
using photos—even if you are the main subject—on social media. Most of the time, we hear about
celebrities suing others over the use of their pictures, such as when a celebrity’s picture is used in
an advertising campaign without the celebrity’s permission. Here, we will be talking about
situations where the celebrity is the one getting sued. Specifically, Instagram has been the medium
for many of these lawsuits. But while Instagram has been around for the last decade, the right of
publicity and copyright law have been around for much longer.

The Right of Publicity (California)

The right of publicity in California is governed by statute and common law.  The statute is pretty
specific: every person has a right to their name, likeness, voice, photograph, and signature, in any
manner, and the statute is in place to protect against the unauthorized use of any of the
foregoing.
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Every person has a “likeness,” but a celebrity’s likeness is naturally more relevant when discussing
the right of publicity. In entertainment contracts, it is quite customary for the celebrity to request
approval over the use of the celebrity’s likeness. Note that a person’s likeness is not the equivalent
of a photo of that person: “likeness, in the legal sense, means a representation of us used to
promote ideas, products, services, or things.”

In order to violate the statute, the use has to be for commercial gain (i.e., for advertising purposes)
—for example, when a company uses a photo of someone without permission in order to sell a
product.  This is why a fan can take a selfie with a celebrity and post it online without getting into
trouble, because while the fan may get an uptick in popularity, the fan did not gain anything
commercially.

Furthermore, the person’s name, likeness, voice, photograph, and/or signature (as applicable) has
to be so “directly connected” to the pursuit for commercial gain.  If a company places a celebrity in
the background of a party scene in the company’s advertisement and, with permission, places a
different celebrity at the front of the scene for purposes of selling the company’s new brand of
lipstick, then the celebrity in the background has less of an argument that the use of that
celebrity’s picture was directly connected to the company’s commercial gain. On the other hand, if
what the company was trying to advertise and sell with that party scene was high-end liquor, and
the background celebrity was holding a glass, then that celebrity has a better argument—the
photo was used to show potential consumers that this particular celebrity likes to attend parties
that serve this type of liquor, and even further, that this celebrity drinks that liquor.

The use must result in an injury to the subject, such as financial injury.  The background celebrity
with the glass would have undoubtedly required compensation for the use of that celebrity’s
photo in the advertisement.

Additionally, the person has to be “readily identifiable” in the photo.  A celebrity who is
unrecognizable in an artsy picture used to sell clothing will not have a strong case, nor will a
celebrity in a picture used to sell shampoo with the celebrity’s back to the camera and
unrecognizable hair. On the other hand, for someone like Kylie Jenner, who is known for her
colorful neon wigs, her hair might be more readily identifiable in a photo.

Finally, it has to be a “knowing” use; i.e., the party using someone else’s likeness must have known
they did not have that person’s consent.  In some cases, the determination as to whether an
individual’s permission was received is clear, such as where the company never reached out to the
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celebrity (and the picture is not in the public domain), or very clear, such as where the company
did reach out to the celebrity and the celebrity explicitly did not grant consent. Other times, that
line gets a bit tougher to draw.

If the statute is violated, the calculation of monetary damages is the greater of (1) the plaintiff ’s
actual damages or (2) $750 for each unauthorized use, in addition to the defendant’s profits that
are attributable to the unauthorized use.  Punitive damages are also possible.

The statute does contain a few exceptions: no consent is needed for “news, public affairs, or sports
broadcast or account, or any political campaign.”  Exempting these uses likely allows for the ease
of dissemination of these matters to the general public.

The common-law right of publicity in California is not as intricate. It involves whether one’s
identity was used without permission, and for an advantage that resulted in an injury, regardless
of whether the identity was used commercially.

To summarize, if I write a Facebook post stating that “I love Leonardo DiCaprio,” I likely have not
violated the California statute because even though I have used DiCaprio’s name, I did not gain
anything commercially. I also probably did not violate the California common law, because even
though I used DiCaprio’s name without his permission, I did not gain any advantage by posting
that status (unless DiCaprio happened to see it and called me).

Crossover between the Right of Publicity and Copyright Law

It is typical for the right of publicity and copyright law to be related.  The most common overlap
may be found with respect to pictures—the person in a picture may not own the picture itself.
Under copyright law, the creator of the piece of work such as a picture is the owner rather than
the person in the picture: “The Copyright Act provides the creator of a work, not its ‘subject,’ with
certain exclusive rights to exploit that copyrighted work.”  So while each person has a right of
publicity under the California statute, each photographer typically has copyright rights over the
photos. This crossover, coupled with social media, makes for a very litigious area.

The Right of Publicity and Social Media

Not everyone is familiar with copyright law, and even if people are aware of it, the ease and
accessibility of social media make copyright law easy to ignore. With Instagram, the right of
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publicity is now as vulnerable as ever. People post and repost photos all the time with no
understanding and/or care about who owns the photo. In fact, tons of people have built accounts
around doing just that—fan accounts are a popular attraction, where fans of celebrities dedicate
entire accounts to photos, videos, and general posts about their favorite celebrities. However, very
often, fans do not have the right to post or repost these photos. This is because if the fan did not
take the photo, then the fan does not own the photo, and it is usually too burdensome for the fan
to seek out the owner and pay for a license. If the fan even cared to try to obtain a license, it may
not be clear who the owner is, or how to contact the owner, and the owner may not even respond.
Instagram’s own community guidelines prohibit people from sharing these types of photos: “Share
only photos and videos that you’ve taken or have the right to share.”

As the number of fan accounts skyrocketed, Instagram caused some outrage when, a few years
ago, it began deleting fan accounts.  Some celebrities, like Ruby Rose, were against the deletions
and expressed their discontent, aligning themselves with the fan account owners.  Celebrities
tend to like these fan accounts because they help celebrities promote their image and increase
their status. And, when a celebrity is caught up in a scandal, fan accounts usually rise to the
celebrity’s defense.

Fans are not the only ones posting photos that they do not have the right to share. When finding a
photo of themselves that they like, celebrities too post these photos—and sometimes get sued for
it. These celebrities typically feel that if the photo is of them, then they should have the right to use
it. However, copyright law often takes the opposite side and dictates that their use of these photos
is an unauthorized use.

Popular Cases

A number of celebrities have been the targets of these lawsuits. Gigi Hadid, for example, has
already faced a few lawsuits, mainly in New York. In New York, the right of publicity is governed
only by statute and not by common law.  The statute covers a person’s name, portrait, picture,
and voice, and the use needs to be for advertising or trade purposes.  Note that the statute is
missing the word “likeness.” “Courts have construed the portrait/picture provisions of the statute
somewhat broadly, to include ‘any recognizable likeness, not just an actual photograph.’”

In 2019, Hadid was sued by Xclusive-Lee, a paparazzi agency that took a picture of Hadid that she
later posted on her Instagram account.  Hadid’s lawyer argued that because Hadid had made
contributions to the picture, such as smiling for the picture, her use of the picture was fair use—
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i.e., a defense to the copyright law such that Hadid could use the picture without owning it or
having the owner’s permission.  “Making coveted celebrity photos ‘fair use,’ as Hadid’s lawyers
argued, would open the field for who can repost certain photos and could breathe new light into
popular fan accounts that have thus far been limited in what they can post because of copyright
claims.”  Hadid herself expressed frustration with the lawsuit, joining a number of other
celebrities who have spoken against the copyright law. Her frustration lies in the fact that it is a
photo of her, and as such, she strongly believes that she should have the right to post it. Before
deleting the photo from her Instagram account, the photo received 1.6 million likes.  This
particular lawsuit ended up being dismissed; Xclusive-Lee did not register the picture for
copyright by the time it filed the lawsuit,  which seems to be a technical, material point that
judges are looking for in order to side with the copyright owner.

In 2017, Curtis “50 Cent” Jackson was sued by photographer Christopher Pasatieri for reposting a
photo of himself that Pasatieri took in 2014, while 50 Cent was performing in concert.  Here, 50
Cent was specifically using the photo for advertising purposes—to promote his brand of
headphones, SMS Audio, and to promote his show on BET, 50 Central.

At the end of 2019, Splash News and Picture Agency sued Jennifer Lopez in California for posting a
photo of her and Alex Rodriguez out to breakfast that a photographer from Splash had taken.
Splash argued that by Lopez posting the photo to her Instagram account with 102 million
followers (at that time, which has since increased to 129 million followers at the time of this
writing), she caused the photo to lose its value, as paparazzi photos are most coveted when they
are fresh: “Because of the subjects’ celebrity status, and the photograph’s quality and visual appeal,
(Splash and its photographer) stood to gain revenue from licensing the photograph. But (Lopez’s)
unauthorized use harms the existing and future market for the original photograph.”  It is worth
noting that the photo in question was taken around two years before Splash filed the lawsuit,
which raises questions as to Splash’s true intentions. While Splash originally sought $150,000 in
damages and an injunction against Lopez to keep her from using Splash photos, in early 2020, the
agency voluntarily dismissed “with prejudice the entire action as to all claims asserted against all
parties,” presumably meaning that the parties reached a settlement agreement.

Kim Kardashian has put a different twist on the conflict. Photographer Saeed Bolden sued
Kardashian for reposting Bolden’s picture of Kardashian and her husband Kanye West on her
Instagram account.  Bolden is seeking the amount of profits Kardashian received from her post
and is even going so far as to seek punitive damages.  To avoid this problem in the future,
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Kardashian hired her own personal photographer and informed her fans that unless Kardashian
tags a third-party photographer, they can repost her photos and face no issues.

Overall, photographers base their argument on the fact that their livelihoods are threatened by
the reposting of their photos by celebrities online to their millions of followers, since
photographers’ jobs depend on taking novel photos of celebrities. If celebrities post the
photographers’ photos online themselves, then the photos become less valuable to the actual
photographers. Celebrities, on the other hand, are frustrated with the fact that these are literally
pictures of themselves that they are not allowed to share and/or use and feel that they should
have such right given the stress they endure from having to deal with the paparazzi. While
copyright law is clear, the right of publicity and the rampage of these kinds of lawsuits in recent
years may call for a new exception with respect to the entertainment industry, although that has
not happened yet.

So the next time we want to do it for the ’gram, let’s make sure we have the right to.
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